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Final candidates face BOR

Founder'~

Tuesday April 11, 1989

Day events

_ ·

Presidential finalists, selection committee in hour-long meetings
by Crickett Drake
NEWS EDITOR

•

.

mhe final five candidates running for the
president of UCF interviewed with the fivem ember Board ofRegents Selection Committee
Friday.
This was the third and last trip to the UCF
area for most of the candidates.
Like all the other steps in the process, this
meeting was open to the public, but only offered
space and chairs for about 25-30 people.
Each interview lasted an nour and consisted
of opening and closing comments by each candidate, as well as a question and answ.e r session
between the committee and the individual
candidate.
The BOR committee consists of Raul
Masvidal, UCF student Jackie ~igel, Chair
Joan Ruffier, Chancellor Charles Reed and
Charles Edwards.
Interviewingfor theposition were: Dr. Steve
Altman , president ofTexas A&I University; Dr.

Roy McTarnaghan, vice chancellor fot academic programs for Florida's university system; Dr. Dale Nitzschke, president of Marshall
Universityin W.VA;Dr. KalaStroup,president
of Murray State University in KY and Dr.
James Woodward, senior vice president of the
University of Alabama.
According to the April 8 issue of The Orlando
S entinel, Masvidal said, "The interviews went
very well ... After seeing all five [candidates],
there are two or three that stand out ."
The interviews were conducted at the Holiday Inn across from the UCF campus.

Administration quiets
protests over merger
met with Dr. Richard Astro,
provost and vice president of
academic affairs; Dr. Frank
The College of Health will J uge, associate vice president
merge with the schools of of academic affairs· Dr. Raypublic administration , legal mond Shapek, chair of the
studies, criminal justice, and public service administration
h ospitality management on d ep a rtment· and Jackie
J uly 1. The proposed name for ~igel, student regent of the
the new organization is the Board of Regents on Friday. .
College of Health and ProfesAccording to public adminisional Studies.
s t ra ti on student J ames
Students from public ad- Lester, the main concern of
ministration and legal studies
SEE HEAL TH PAGE 9
concerned about the merger

by Julie Watson
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The members of the BOA Selection Committee and Chancellor Reed, (l to A) Raul Masvidal, Jackie
Goigel, BOA Chairperson Joan Ruttier, Reed and Charles Edwards at Friday's meeting.

CEBA cigarette smokers step outside
by Esta Krukin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students used to smoking their pre-class
cigarette downstairs at CEBA I made a breathtaking discovery several weeks ago.
Until recently, smoking was allowed in the
Great Hall, the iargest sittJ.ng area in the building.Now the ashtrays are gone, and three small
"No Smoking" signs are now posted around the
area.
A new policy limits smoking to an area outside of the building.
According to Dr. Stephen Rice, facilities
manager for CEBA I, two reasons for the change
were awareness of the health problems caused
by tobacco smoke, and concern about environmentally sensitive equipment that may be
damaged by the smoke.

SPORTS
• The Knights' baseball
team split a two-game series with FIU this weekend.
The new rugby club's fu/ tu re looks bright and Olym- .
pie volleyball players invade Orlando Wednesday

Rice said the air circulation system recycles
air throughout the building, resulting in
smoke-filled air from the Great Hall being
piped through to the laboratories, where it
could potentially cause equipment failure.
The decision was made by a council of chairpersons of the engineering departments and
the dean's office staff. The decision was reportedly "nearly unanimous." Rice said even smokers on the council agreed with and honor the
new policy.
The entire building is now "smoke-free," at
least theoretically.
The faint scent of tobacco smoke still wafts
through th e Great Hall on occasion. Apparently
some students are either ignoring or are not
aware of the new policy.

Ale photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

AMERICA'S FUTURE
TKE member Bob French previews the latest in summer fashion
during Greek Week. For more on Greek Week, see page 3.

SEE CEBA PAGE 7

OPINION
• Read about confusion,
hypocrisy and UCF presidential selection questions
in today's Opinion. Ou r
editorial focuses on tuiton
hikes and admission dislikes.
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ACT NOW, WE'LL SHOW YOU HOW!
AT THE COMPUTER -FAIR
APRIL 12TH & 13TH 10:00 TO 6:30

UCF
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COME TO THE GREEN
NEXT TO THE KIOSK
FOR REFR.ESH:MENTS~ PRIZES,,
AND LOADS OF INFO~
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Tau Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Tau Alpha Greek Week winners
by Amy Christy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tau Kappa Epsilon and
Zeta Tau Alpha, overall winners oflast week's Greek Week
competitions, are well-acquainted with the title of
Greek Week champions. Tau
Kappa Epsilon has won 10 out
of UCF's 11 Greek Weeks,
while Zeta Tau Alpha has
taken first place four consecutive years.
The overall fraternity and
sorority winners were determined by the number of points
earned in five categories:
Greek Sing, games, services,
participation, and spirit.

•

Lambda Chi Alpha and gotjes, and finished second in
Delta Delta Delta were the the games and service events.
overall second place winners
Traditionally, TKE memfollowed by Kappa Sigma and bers do something memorable
Delta Gamma in third.
during Greek Week in order to
According to TKE member show spirit. This year was no
Mark Andrew, their victory exception, as TKE members
was due to everyone in their arrived at Sunday's Greek
fraternity participating. "It Week Kickoff party in a ten takes everyone helping out, car caravan dressed as IndJ not just a few people working ans.
hard," he said. Andrew added
Because this fraternity ha.
that TKE could not have won won all except one Greek
without the total support re- Week, "We feel serious presceived from their alumni and sure from both alumni and
the hard work oftheir co-chair- . brothers to keep winning "
men, Bob Herman and Kevin Andrew said. "It seemed like
Kyle.
other groups were doing
TKE won the Greek Sing,
SEE GREEK PAGE 5
participation and spirit cate-

•
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Shelley Long, member of Kappa Delta, races toward the finish line
on her Pogo Ball during the Greek Games.

More Greek merrimerrtl This lime it is taking a more slippery form, as these fraternity brothers make
waves on a Slip and Slide.
·

Association.
Advance ticket sales will
runfromll a.m. to2p.m.April
12-19 in the UCF Cafeteria for
$3.
Tickets will also be available at the door for $4.
Lambda Chi Alpha has invited all UCF fraternities to
•STATE CONFERENCE
The AJpha Gamma Chi have contenders in the six
Chapter of the Phi Alpha . weight classes. Each boxer will
Theta history honor society is defend his fraternity letters
hosting the annual Florida for two rounds of two minutes
state conference on April 15 each.
The event is open to all UCF
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
students and anyone who enUCF Student Center.
All students, faculty and joys the excitement of live
staff members interested in bolting.
"Greek Gloves" is being
attending the conference
should register by today in sponsored by McDonald's Cor•BUSINESS SEMINAR
HFA 551. The cost of the con- poration. For more informaRollins College is holding a ference, including lunch, is tion, contact Nick Evangelo at
277-9501.
seminar called "Effective Busi- $8.50.
ness Writing'' on April 12 and
Graduate and undergradu19.
ate students from Florida col- • FRATERNITY FIRST
Construction has begun on
The seminar starts at 6:30 leges and universities will be
p.m. and ends at 9:30 p.m. presenting scholarly papers on the first fraternity house in
UCFs Greek Row, Pi Kappa
Registration fees range from all aspects of history:
The Alpha Gamma Chi Alpha.
$115 to $125.
The 10,000 square foot traThe seminar will be held at chapter is also proud to anRollins College in BUSH 108. nounce that Dr. Donald ditional structure will sleep 32
For more information or to Hoffman, secretary, treasurer and is located on Lot 1 at the
i
sign up, contact the Division of and founding member of Phi Greek Row.
The $600,000 project was·
Non-credit Programs at Alpha Theta, will be the lunchdesigned by Loggia ArchitecRollins College, or call 646- eon speaker.
• LONG RIDE HOME
tu.re, Orlando, and the' general
(The Orlando Sentinel) A 2604.
contractor is Kincaid ConGeorgia teen accepted what he
• GRE~K GLOVES
UCF fraternity members struction, Winter Park. The
thought was a ride home from •STUDENT PRODUCTION
The UCF Theatre Depart- will be fighting for lives-not building is scheduled for coma party, fell asleep and woke
up in Michigan-almost 600 ment will present its annual their own, but those of people pletion and move-in by August.
student-produced Studio E with diabetes.
miles away.
Lambda
Chi
Alpha
is
coorperformance
on
April
13
at
3
"I woke up and said, 'Where ,
are we?' They told me· I was p.m. and April 14 and15 at 8 dinating "Greek Gloves," an • WUCF FUNDRAISER
WUCF, UCFs radio stainterfraternity boxing tournaabout 30 miles out of Detroit, p.m. in the UCF Theatre.
The two one-act plays pre- ment, on April 19 at 6 p. m. in tion, will conduct an on-air
so I said, 'Drop me off, this ain't
the way we're supposed to be sented will be Jean Genet's the UCF Gym. Proceeds will · fundraiser April n~ 16. .
Their goal is $20,000. Progoing,"' 16-year-old Johnnie absurdist drama The Mai.ds, benefit the American Diabetes

•OUCH!
(The Orlando Sentinel) The
fire ant is a killer.
A survey by the American
Academy of Allergy and Immunology last year found that
32 people bitten by the insects
died. Most of these people died
. due to allergic reactions shutting down their respiratory
systems.
· More than 400 people had
life-threatening reactions after being bitten.
"People and physicians
should take these stings seriously," said Robert Rhoades, a
pediatrician at the Medical
College of Georgia and head of
a panel that monitors medical
problems caused by the pests.
He said those allergic to other
kinds of insect bites should be I
,
especially careful.
Fire ants came to the U.S.
from South America. They
have spread north and west
from Florida into 12 other ·
states.
The. survey found that at
least 21,000 people a year go to
doctors because of fire ant
bites.

Strickland said.
He was dropped off Thursday at a truck stop with out any
money, wearing only jeans, a
T-shirt, and sneakers.
Strickland accepted the ride
from three women at a party in
Chattanooga, Tenn., about 30
miles north of his home in
Dalton, Ga. One of the women
apparently had a friend in
Detroit.
Strickland is staying at the
Monroe County Youth Center
until someone sends him
money for a ticket back to
Georgia.
"Boy, am I gonna catch it
when I get home," he said.

and John Patrick's comedy
Masquerade.
Admission is $5 for the general public, and free to students with valid UCF identification. Formoreinfo, call 2752861.

ceeds will go towards new
equipment and student
operations funding, according
to Peter Deitchman, WUCF
marketing director.
Open house will be held at
the studios the week of April
10-15 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .
On April 1 7, the station will
present an all-star jazz concert
at the Enzian Theatre. The
show will run from 7 p.m. to
midnight.
Tickets will be sold at the
door for $10.
Artists will include Ira Sullivan, Pete Minger and Nathen
Page.
•

GRADUATE WINNERS

Four UCF doctoral students
have been selected to receive
awards in recognition of their
academic records.
The awards are granted by
the UCF Division of Sponsored
Research and Graduate Studies office to attract top graduate students.
Among the students receiving the awards are Steven
Duranceau, civil engineering,
and Jacqueline Hines, electrical engineering.
These two students will
each receive $15,000 annually
for two years as Graduate Fellows. Their tuition will also be
deferred.
Marilyn Fenner, educational services, and Kathryn
Madirosian, education, were
selected for $4,000 Graduate
Enhancement awards. These
students will supplement
their awards by working as
graduate assistants.

4, The Central Florida Future, April 11, 1989
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Any beer brewed with natural hops has a natural enemy. rhe sun. Because
when exposed to light, it takes on a "skunky" smell. And a worse taste.
Bud's one beer that's made the natural way. With no additives or preservatives.
So we make sure it never sees the light of day It's brewed in the dark. And
packaged in a brown bottle, to keep it that way.
1L
So next time you reach for a cold Bud, you can count on
e.\)V®~
that consistently clean, crisp taste. Because quality 1srtt 1~\$ 11'~t"
something we take lightly.
~tw •
Light protection. It's just one of the reasons why
fQ~
Budweiser has remained the King of Beer5® for over 11 Oyears.

..ivv·
'

•

..
•

.WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
'851-7100

'

UCF REP ERIC ERICKSON · 425·7005.

•
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New honor society comes to UCF

•

said the organization is "a
good way to honor college
freshmen for doing exceptionally well."
A 66-year-old honor society
for co lege freshmen will beBoth Talbert and Tanzi become part of the UCF tradition
lieve Phi Eta Sigma will give
at the end of April.
UCF freshmen a new goal to
Phi Eta Sigma, the nation's G
are eligible to join; how- strive for.
.ver, this year only, we are
olde and largest freshman
"It is a rallying point of exh o or society, has mor than accepting students with this cellence at the lower levels"
240 chapters and 400,000 GPA from all four classes."
Tanzi said. "We look for this
Tanzi continued, "Phi Eta class to help future freshmen
members throughout the
Sigma represents a perma- perform in the ways of excelUnited States.
Dr. Lawrence A Tanzi, as- nent mark of quality and lence." Anyone interested in
sistant dean of undergraduate ach1evement, a hallmark of j oining this onor society
studies and Phi Eta Sigma's · excellence at the freshman should turn ir applications to
founder at UCF, explained, level." Tracy Talbert, Phi Eta the Un ergra uate Studies
"Freshmen with a 3.5 or above Sigma's vice president at UCF, office by April 13.
by Dave DISalvo

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GREEK WEEK
FROM PAGE 3

thing at the games purposely
· p us from winning again,
bu w stil1 w n," h
ded.
Lisa Vega, a men er of Zeta
Tau Alpha, expr .c.;.~ d their
excitement about winnmg.
"We got a little worried at the
end of the week bu we all
worked hard and cooperated,
so we were really gla . to win,"
she said.
Vega also said they had
practiced for the games for a
few weeks but, she commented, "You can practice
twenty times a day and it
might not matter because it all
comes down to the day of the
games."
ZTA won three events
(Greek sing, games and service)and tied for first in a fourth
(participation).

I to

I

H. KAPIAN
le STANLEY
Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances
2238 Winter Woods Blvd., Winter Park, Fl.
~

..

{407) 678-8400
CLASSES FORMING NOW!

11•

ZTA members also performed a memorable activity
as they all wore black to
Saturday's award ceremony
Vega explained, "It's not really
a tradition even though we did
it last year. We knew we h ad
done good so we all decided to
dress alike JU or fun r.
Lambda Ch1Alpha t e only
other fratermty wh1 h has
ever won Greek Week, took
second place overall this year.
In various categories, they
won first in games, Greek sing
and games.
Chris Torelli, Lambda Chi
Alph~ said, "We were very
happy with the results of the
games but we were disappointed with Greek sing.
However, we gave it our best
shot and we will be back."
Members of Delta Delta
Delta, according to Tri Delta
Christy Tibbitts, were p eased
with second place. "We think

· 's greattohave lacedso 'gh
overall and w wer e aJsorta ly
happy about our perfoirnance
m individual areas," sh e said.
Trj DP. lta tie for first in
particiw t.&o , tied for ·e ,ond
m game
ptaced t · d in
reek sing an ervice.
e Sa sw 'h of elta
• 0 ma aid "Th s year was
becaus we
d1ffere . t fo
ere
r e orga_ · ed and we
rked ve 1
We've een
working for month and we felt
we deserve t op ace. So, we
were really a py to get third.
Delta Gamma placed second in service and tied for seco din games.
Kappa Sigma won first in
service and third in games.
Money was raised for March
of Dimes, American Diabetes
Associatio , Orlando's Food
Chain. American Red Cross,
and the Creative School on the
UCF campus.

"'ar

WE'RE HERE!
COME TALK
WITH US!

A long w ith home delivery of Pizza
Hut delicious p izza, we have opportunities on afternoons, even ings and
weekends for conscientious

PREP COOKS
You'll prepare, cook and cut o ur
pizza products to customer specifi cations, and assist dispatcher when
necessary.

DRIVERS
Will deliver to homes and b usinesses
as necessary in a friendly; courteous
manner. You must be able to properly
accept customer payment and provide accurate change, as welI as
handle customer problems graciously
and/or refer them to the Unit Manager.
If you are interested, please apply in

person

/'ffi

SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

ata ystems

MASTERSo
·INNOVATIO ·
COMPETITION
Win a $5,000* Zenith Computer System.

1080 Woodcock Road, Suite 210
Orlando, Florida 3!1803

.,,,,,,,.

~.

data
systems

THE at.WJTV QOES IN llERlAE THE,_ ooes.ON;

DELIVER
PIZZA HUT · DELIVERY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER -

1

M/F
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University of Central Florida

Student Government
Tutor Referral Service
CLASSES BEING OFFERED:

• Student Life • Sports
(Clubs & Intraillurals) •
Clubs & Organ_izations • ~~
Seniors • UCF History • =---~~>
Greek Life & Events • Full :-·':
Color Homecoming Foldout• The Year In Review• Alull1ni •

ANT2003
CAP3002
CGS3422
CHM 1045
CI-fM 1046

EGN 3311
EGN3321
EGN3704
EGN 4714
ENV 4403

MAC3313
MAP3302
MAT 1033
PHY2050
PHY3048

COP 2510
COP2511
COP 3402
COP 3404
COP 3530

ENV 4404
EUH2000
EUH200 1
FRE 1120
LI - 1340

PSB 3002
PSY 3624
REL 3186
SPN 1120
SP 112"

COP4550
COT3000
ECO 2013
EEL 3341

MAC1104
MAC1114
MAC3233
MAC3311
MAC 3312

SPN 2230
SPN2231
SPN 2240
SPW3030
SPW 3031

EEL 3342

STA2014
STA3023
STA4163
STA4164
Z003733

~

~. ~~~r.
~

~

~~

Jt"...j/'

1''

II <>I C n\\

Rotary Club of Goldenrod
presents

Annual Pancake Breakfast
SU DAY · APRIL 16th
8:00 AM - 1:00 PM
~LKS

•

CLUB Howell Branch Road, \Vint.er Park

Tlw proceeds from this fund raising event
will be used to-support Rotary sc/1olars/1ips
and J1ario11s charity programs.

•

•

$2°0 Advance I

/

$2 50 at Door

(six and under, FREE)

~ EL!(S CLUB
I

Fire- !
Station ·

MENU: Pancakes - Sausage - Coffee

'

-------,, ~

o's.:

-

-

-

I

~~

s,..

Juice - Punch
Contacts for advance Uckets ...
C. Alexander
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 657-0822
L. Ament .............. ~ ........ 657-7790
K. Lampert ...........
~ . ·.........· 695-5594
.

1/
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~

Aloma Ave.
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0
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Democrats praise student service proposal
by Amy Hudson

·, observers say .
the country's biggest teachers'
The prospect, moreover, cimon, charges the idea presscares most college groups.
ents "serious obstacles to
"Our group is opposed to higher education" for middle
any bill that would tie national and lower income students.
service to financial aid," said
However, some collegians
Janet Lieberman of the U.S. like NMHU student Suzy
Student Association, which Chavez say they like the idea,
represents campu.. govern- and the political leaders like
men ts around the country in flouse speaker Jim Wright,
Washmgton D.C.
Senate Maj ority Leader
"I don't like it at. all" said George Mitchell, Arkansas
DameJ Martmez, financia aid lfov. Bill Clinton and Demo. director at New Mexico High- cratic Committee Chairman
lands University.
Ron Brown, who promoted the
Cntics worry campusee w11
dea in Philadelphia on March
become the exclusive property 11, called it a great way to feed
of rich k1d~ becausf' everyon~ . volunteers into the public secelse wil be working m hosp1- tor while teaching students
tals or in the armed forces to that democracy has a cost.
get money for their college
Students would also gradueducation
ate debt-free, the Democrats
Yvette Torres of the Na- said in their two-hour presentional Education Association, tation.

7

CEBA
FROM PA.GE: l

The most popular plan ,
sponsored by Sen. Sam Nunn
(D-Ga.) and Rep. Dave
McCurdy (D-Okla), would
eliminate the existing financial aid system m favor of a
"Citizen Corps."
Students would perform at
least one yea1 of communjty
service (say, at a hospital) or
enlist in the military for a
minimum of two year. They
would earn vouchers of
$12,000 for each year in the
military and $10,000 for eac
year of community service,
performed for $100 a week.
The vouchers could be used
for college or a down payment
for a house.
Single parents and those
older than 26 most likely
would receive federal aid without serving.

Rice said ~r •ofa.tors wil be
politely asked to go outside,
Democratic leaders ended a
but repeat offenders may be
three day conference in Phila~ ·1bjec1; to st,. <~te i· disci l:iriacy
delphia March 11 with a talk
action.
not about the budget, the
Smokers are now allowed to
Middle East or the greenhouse
indulge in their habit in the
effect but about college stuentry way in front of the bui d~
dents.
ing. 'rhis area is covered by an
They want students to join
overhang, affording the smokthe military or perform a comers some protection from the
munity service in order to get
d ewents.
financial aid in the future,
Rice said, "Public opinion ir::
they said.
11ow \! early on the siae uf the
The aid, in turn, would be
non-smoker." Prior to the
grants - not loans - that
change in policy, "we were
would not have to be repaid.
recei'ring fa more '!omplaints
And while the idea of swapab ur.; the ..;mnk.1., fTr,m non··
ping college grants for "nasmokers t 1a we are from
tional service" is an old one, a
peop e wanting a place to
number of plans now before
smoke."
Student opinCongress seems to have a
ion on the change is mixed, but
chance of passing this year,
few people seem very dis~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~----::-:---i turbed or inconvenienced by
the new policy.
Bret Burns, a junior in industrial engineering, said
"Personall , 'm not a smoker,
and I think nowadays most
If you're going to attend UCF over the summer, enjoy writing, and would like to gain valuable experience , just stop by our editopeople
are opposed to public
rial offices to fill out an application or call:
smoking."
Crickett at 275-2865.
Debbie Delzingaro said,
simply, "I love it!" The smoke
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , h a d bothered her in the past,
she said
But Alan Deeg, a nonsmoker sitting outside in the
making area, said he believes
1
people should ht allowed to
smoke inside and that nonsmokers are too zealous in
their effort.. to bar smoking.
1Wo sm kers SJttmgoutsxde
the building were not very
concerned about the change
mymg"lt;s no prob em,' and I
coulan 1t care less.'
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Assistant News Editor Needed

I

Writers
Wanted

VirgmAtlanticAirways.747sI> London
Take us for all we've got.
For information on Virgin's special student tares' to London, consult your local Student Travel Agency.
Or call us direct at 1-800-862-8621. In New York, (212) 242-1330. . .

We are looking for writers
for confetti, news, and
sports. If you're interested,
please stop by our editorial
offices, or call 275-2865 for .
more information.

8, The Central Florida Future, April 11, 1989

ACTING & THE FILM BUSINESS
June 8th - August 3rd .
· 2 ·: 00 -. 4:00 p.m.
A nine \Veek course in \Vhich students will learn audition
techniques, method acting and information regarding
· agents, managers and ho\V to break into the business of
acting.
Taught by Jus Penni, Bachelor of Fine Arts
New York University

REGISTRATION DATES
Thursday, April 6: 2-4 p.m.
Friday, April 7: 2-4 p.m.
Monday April 10: 11-4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 11: 11-4 p.m.
Wed., April 12: 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Thurs., April 13: 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

ADMINISTRATION 148

For more information
concerning this and other
classes, please call 237-9953
.

.

Florida Symphony Orchestra

Concert Under the Stars
UCF Reflecting Pond

•
. °'

•
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HEALTH
FROM PAGE 1

the students in the public administration, criminal justice
and legal studies fields was the
name change.
The students feared having
the name of College of Health
and Professional Studies on
their degree would devalue it
The students also wanted to
be "grandfathered" in under
the College of Arts and Sci. ences, the college they were
previously part of.
"rm concerned about it because rm getting a degree in
public administration. I don't
want a degree in health,"
Lester said.
When the students discovered the degree would not say
what actual college the degree
is under, but only has the signature of the dean of that college, the students were less
concerned with the name
Eric Paraon.ICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
change and only asked to be
under the Colgrandfathered
SMOKING SIGNALS
lege of Arts and Sciences.
The new smoking policy in the Health and Physics Building does not allow students to smoke inside.
Astra agreed to see if that
Ashtrays are now provided by the entrance way of the building, but obviously they are going unnoticed. could be a possibility. "The integrity of the individual pro-

''No matter how
bad they are,
Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

grams is at issue here.
The degree is not in a college, it's in a department,"
Astro said.
According to Shapek, the
value of the degree is not going
to diminish.
"The name of the college is
not as important as what you
can get from the college,"
Shapek said.
.
Shapek believes the public
administration program will
do better financially after the
merger.
According to J uge, the
administration i s still working
through the details and is
trying to keep the faculty involved in the thinking process
so they may communicate with
the studen ts.
Instructors in the College of
Health were not concerned
with the name change, as long
as it still in cluded the name
health in it.
"The word health is going to
be in the title of the college. Ifit
wasn't, it would be a signal
that we were abandoning
health education. You. simply
cannot please everyone withoutalienating someone," Astro
said.

Graduating?
Want to Sell
some of those old
books?
Advertise them in
the
Classifi edsf

You mi her park.ling
of humor. he mi e
you and your joke . Even th
bad one. . That' one good
r a on to call long di ranee.
AT&TL ngDi ranee ervi e
i ~ anoth r good rea on. Becau it co t l than you
chink to hear our grand·
morher start t giggl befi re you even get to the
punch line.
o whenever you mi s
her laughter bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
. n

out and touch someone~
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
servi
like the AT&T Card
all u at 18002.22·0300.

--ATs.T
The right choice.

Donate
Blood
Today...
The Life
You Save
May Be
Your
Own

+
The American Red Cross

' . 'v
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ao·R tuition

hike
signals end of the
"good ole' days"
How many times have our parents and/or grand~
parents talked to us about the "good ole day. ?"Well,
from here on out, contemporary college students w1 1
be able to do the same when talking to high schoo.1.
students hoping to enter Florida uruvers1bes
As the number of college application for Flor. da
universities increase, so do the number of reJection
letters.
These schools are only accepting about one-third
of the total applicants for the quickly-approachmg
Fall semester.
According to the Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel,
46,146 high school seniors have applied, yet the
state's nine public universities only have 14 619
spots available.
The universities have accepted 48 percent,
whereas the national average is 78 percent, accordingto the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
The smaller number of spots available translates
into much tougher admission standards.
The entire situation has a bad smell to it.
Initially, this new conservative approach works to
our advantage. Students at Florida universities are
forever complaining, and rightfully so, about the lack
of classes, financial aid, parking and general overcrowding.
Proportionally, this will improve our chances for
those desired items mentioned above.
We can also breathe a sigh of relief that this was
notimplemented sooner, for the new admission standards (higher SAT scores, high school GPA, etc.)
would have prevented many current Florida college
careers.
However, taking the focus off of us and onto high
school students, the deal is not so sweet.
The Board of Regents plans to increase tuition
enough by 1993 to make Florida one of the top ten (or
even five) university systems in the nation. Do these
desires have anything to do with the new admission
standards?
RaisingtWtion should be a means of better providing for students rather than an excuse for being more
selective.
With this tuition increase, it would stand to reason
that more financial aid would be available for more
students. And if the Florida StudentAssociation gets
their way, need-based financial aid will more than
double next year . .
Either way, there will be more money to play with
in the state system. While th ere is a need to put
controls on overcrowding, such a tight squeeze does
not make sense in the long run.
Basically, we will be sending many good students
away to other universities out of state. In those good
ole' days our parents talk about, it was a very rare
case that universities in the state would tum away a
·
Florida resident.
In a quest to be in the top ten, it appears as if the
big-wigs in the state university system are forgetting
about the real issue: the right to receive an education.
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• SELECTING A PRESIDENT

Editor:
ome questions from a Faculty
Perspective:
Question #1: How honest are we
going to be with candidates? Are
you willing to inform them that the
faculty irt general, and the faculty
of the college of arts and sciences
in particular, have been excluded
from membership on the search
advisory committee; as has the
faculty advocacy group, the
United Faculty of Florida. Given
these facts, ii is c1ear that the faculty does not owe the incoming
president anything other than an
open mind, there is no obligation to
supply an "'academic honeymoon"
or any loyalty based on participation in selection. The faculty at
this institution has a long history
of being open-minded and exercising restraint and there is no reason to believe this will change, but
the candidates need to know what
the ground rules are prior to considering the position.
Question #2- Why has the chair
of the committee been selected
from a non-faculty position? The
chair has never taught a "fun» load
(which is very heavy) nor had responsibility for advising large
numbers of students. His position
and loyalties, as demonstrated by
bis lack of interest in publicizing
these meetings, considered in a
co11egial selection process, and
·" *The Central Florida Future
even
less likely that he would have
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
been selected. How can faculty
Business Office-(407) Z75-2601, News. Office (407) 275·2865
accept such leadership?
Question #3 · Are we moving
Editor in Chief
away from collegiality towards
Leslie M. Jorgensen
confrontation? In the past few
years
the administration has
Dave Schlenker
Managing Editor
made great strides in moving toDeputy Managing Editor/
ward shared academic decision
A. Scott Horner
Design
making, and other activities deCrickett Drake
News Editor
signed to move UCFinto the ranks
Chris Brady
Sports Editor
of truly "respectable" universities.
Suzannah G. Terry
Confetti Ed ltor
Is there truth to the rumor that the
Eric Dentel
Copy Editor
chancellor,
who makes no secret of
Angie Hyde
Photo Editor
his enmity to faculty participatiOn
Production Manager
Kasha Kitts
in decision making in general, and
any accommodation with UFF in
Business Manager
Scott Buss
particular, has already decided on
Ad Production Manager
Charmaine Mendoza a person to come to UCF and
Classified Manager
Scott Pruitt "shape the place up" in a model he
defines as teamwork, but in reality
Opinions expressed irlT/1• Ctnrml Fl"'ida Fwtun ore those of the newspaper or individmeans
following his wishes withual columnist and not necesKJl'lly those o1 the Boord of Publlcotlons, University Administration, or Boord of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300
out
question?
words and include the author's signature. major and phone number. Letters o,re
Question #4 - Do you have any
subject to editing for gram mer andspoce and become the copyr!Qhted property of
the newspaper. Names may be withheld but the newspaper r~s the right to
suggestions as to how theee. probrefuse publication of any letter. Tltt Cenrml Florida F"'""' Is o free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and weekly dutlng the
summer.

Wt
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lems can be addressed, and we can
move toward a collegial approach
with mutual commitment to finding an academic leader to continue
the progress of UCF toward bacoming a quality un.iversity?
David E. Hernandez
UCF professor of education
• MAKE UP YOUR MIND

Editor:
Hypocrite(s) n. 1. a person who
pretends to be what he is n.ot. 2.
many teleuangeli ts. 3. the edito·
rial staff of The Central Florida
Future.
It was quite surprising to see
that the staff of The Central Florida Future knows anything about
the first ten amendments to the
U.S. Constitution. I am referring
to the First amendment. These
future New York Times ''pablum
pukers" suddenly realized the existence of the Bill of Rights when
some unknown people removed a
few copies of the paper from several distribution boxes. It is unclear why the papers were removed; perhaps a few campus
restrooms were out of toilet paper.
What is surprising about the
Constitutional knowledge the Future staff suddenly acquired goes
back to the March 23 edition of The
Central Florida Future. The unsigned editorial in this issue was
about banning firearms. It seems
the Future editorial writers did
not get any further than the First
Amendment in their study of the
U.S. Constitution, or maybe they
just skipped over the Second
Amendment.
Whatever the case, they make
proposals that would adversely
affect law-abiding citizens, not
criminals.
While we all agree what Patrick
Purdy did was a tragedy, had the
laws that are on the books been
enforced, he would have been behind bars. On several occasions
Purdy had been arrested on felony
counts, but all were plea-bargained down to misdemeanors. It
is the criminal justice. system that
must be reformed, not the U.S.
Constitution . .
Are we to · deny the rights of
sportsmen, collectors and the
people who use firearms for pro tee- .

tion by banning their guns? Let us
remember that 99.8 percent of
guns are used safely and lawfully
each year. It is not news when a
hunter uses firearms to hunt, or
when a collector purchases a commemoratwe revolver. It is news
when some psychopath like Purdy
is set free by the criminal justice
system seven times and murders
innocent school children.
Then ext time The Central Florida Future staff wants to wrap
themselves in
the
U.S.
Constitution, I hope they will first
read the entire document, not just
the First Amendment. Also, I
hope they will all remember two
countries that have had very
strong gun control programs: Poland and Nazi Germany.
Tim Dobbins
political science
•CONFUSED ONE

Editor:
I look now and find myself at
the fulcrum of my college education. At this point in time of my
life, I find myself asking many
questions. Just last Sunday, I
pondered a question I was unable
to answer. This is why I am writing you.
While attending a weekly fraternity meeting in the Health and
Physics building, I found myself
sitting in row "J," seat "1." Purely
by accident, my eyes proceeded to
wander two rows ahead. The row I
was looking at was "G." I then
looked at the row in front of me
and saw that it was marked "H." I
then glanced behind me and saw
that the row was marked "K"
Wait a minute. My row was
marked "J." Where did "I" go? It
was gone. I pondered·the situation
for a moment and then ran to the
other side of the auditorium.
There was the "J" and no sight of
"I."
I was told by some wise friends,
AP. and Robert, that there was no
"I" because it looked too much like
a "1" and it would confuse people.
I ask you if this is correct? If so, do
you believe college students
should be able to tell between an
"I" and a "1 ?"
Sam Holcroft

science education
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE:
36 Whips
_..._.....,.~.._.....,j

38 Condensed

moisture
_...._..,.........._.....,. 39Foray
41 Location
43 Publish
45 Macaw
48 Second of two
50 Looked with
amusement
51 Toward shelter
_..._-' 52 Be In debt
54 Care for
55 Promontory
56 Camomile, e.g.
57 God of love

._..-+-__._.,._.....,._ _.

,

23 Temporary
shelters
24 Emerged
victorious
25 Exist
27 Edible seed
29 Poem
30 Nod
35 Pens
36 Seize with
the teeth
37 Old name for
Thall and
38 Tradesman
40 Poker stakes

42 Commonplace
43 Scheme
44 Death rattle
46 City In Nevada
47 &ums up
49 Decay
50 Ocean
53 Pronoun

EVE"'

;;1s

IS£·",

Solution

~fDS
Of [)(}LL

DOWN
1 Algonqu an
Ind Ian
2 Ventilates

ACROSS
1 Instance
5 Church bench
8 Evaluate
12 Glrl's name
13 Native metal
14 Short tacket

15 Wiped out
17 Destitute of
19 Chemical
compound
20 Shouts
21 Prepare for
print
23 Narrate

11

I

~!

fj(J){ or

"

EAR~

PLtX;S
$'j!9V

.1

l~~E~· I

OPfNU
i1l[XJ

ISLUM6ER PARW s.m.JE:S!I

3 Declares
4 Molllfled
5 Seed container
6 Teuton c deity
7 Marry

24 Existed
26 Contends with
28 Cry
31 8ther
32 Playing card
33 Fulfill

f

8 Merrymaking
9 Coral stands
10 Labor
11 Goals
16 Man's name
18 Organs of sight
22 Carried

34 Recent

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Trick Shot Artist

-
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Starting at 10:00 a-rn each day in
the Student Center Ga-rneroo-rn.
Signup sheets will be in the
Ga-rneroo-rn starting April.4.
For more information call
the gameroom at X2312
. .
...
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Waitress Wanted - Part-time, lunches and
weekends. Call Beth JR Jakes 677-4169.

Alpha Tau Omega

Congratulations TKE and Zl'A on winning
Greek Week '891 Congratulations to all
Greeks on a greatGreek Week Ill Thanks Rez
for all your hard wori<, hey, maybe next yearl
Don't forget, Founder's Day Banquet April 22,
and get ready for Founder's Day Weekend
May 5,6,7. Meeting this Sunday, 7:30, Be
There! ATQnly.
Detta Tau 0.Ha

Congratulations to all Greeks for participating
in Greek Week. Now that the games are over
and finals are approaching it's time to dust off
the books and start studying. On the lighter
side-the Brotherhood development campout
is changed to May 13 and 14. also, Sat night
April 15 pledges beware. Go Deltsl
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Congrats to Clark on a great Greek Week and
thanks to all ofthosewhoparnclpated. Thanks
IX for an AWESOME BASH on Satl Pay up
for your Cruise Now! Beware pledges! .tAE
rules I

For Sale: 76 Olds Cudass Supreme. 455
engine, runs good. Asking $700. Call 8893783 after 6 pm.

Female Roommate Needed ASAP.
To share bedroom in 2bdrt 2bth Sherwood
forest apartment. Non-smoker, no pets. Rent
~145 plus 113 utilities. We have washer/ dryer.
or Info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 658571.

'80 Olds Cudas Supreme, new tires, waterpump, transmission, banery. Must sell, leaving country $1440.

em ale room mate wanted to share nice apartment, own room, $217.00 a month plus deposit includes washer/ dryer, move In May 1.
Call 380-8798.

Kappa Detta

Congratulations to all Greeks! Thanks to all
the U ladies thatworked so hard . That's right
We've got the Right Stuff! Get out there girls
tor intramurals U #1 ...K-Deelll

Alpha Phi Omega
Show your spirit and participate in Alpha Phi
Omega's second annual spirit chain contest
benefiting the Alzheimer's Resource Center.
Donate for your organization, and aeate the
longest chain. WinnE!fs wi ll be announced at
the FAU game on April 28.
Greeks can earn points for next years Greek
Week.
Pl Sigma Epsilon
Hard Mac Cafe will premiere Aprr. 12 thru 14,
9am-4prn on the Green. The event wtll include
refreshments, prizes, hands-on experience in
Mac use, resume writing, apphcanon demonstrations as well as software previews . Everyone is welcome. ook for lhe big tent l

Toastmaster
BEABETIERCOMMUNICATOR JomToastmasters Meets-every Tuesday at 7:45 am In
ED142

FAST Professional Word Processing.
Resumes, College Papers.
Locations near both E&W campuses of UCF
and VCC, Reasonable Rates. .
Call Julie, Day - 859-8700 Eve. - 380-7528.
Term Papers, reports, dissertations typed.
Call Ann 645-4996 $1 .50/PG

ALPINE CAR STEREO. I am redoing my
system. I am looking for anything Alpine. I
have some to sell also.
Call Tom F.
282-8183

Roommate Wanted to share duplex -quiet
area. Near UCF 2 br, 2baths washer dryer.
Split $400/month rent and half utilities phone
Dan at 380-3961 mornings

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to flt
schedule. Call 699-1636.

MIF Roommate wanted, close to UCF $200
month. 113 utilities, Private room and bath, w/
d and many extras! call 658-0420.

Central Florida Mari<etlng Opportunity.
Marian Farms Inc. A Horticultural Soil Mixing
Co. And 200Aae Container Tree Farm has an
opening in sales:

Female roommate needed immediately to
share Sherwood Forest Duplex. $190/month
plus 113 of utililles includes Washer/Dryer and
own backyard. Call 275-4 161 tor more Information.

1. Territory - Central and East Florida.
2. Clientele - Nurseries, Landscapers, Developers .
3. Requirements - Degree, Marurity, Stability.
4. Compensation - $17,000 - $20,000 plus
car, expenses, benefits. Much room
tor income growth.
5. Contact - Shaun Hillary - Pres.
Mari an Farms Inc.
GroYeland, Fl. 32736
(904) 429-4151
Call Collect

Sigma Phl Epsilon

Congrats everyone on a great Greek Week.
Thanks brothers. pledges & Lil Sisters. Thank
you to Keri Howard for helping with our banner. It turned out great Banquet Sat night
That means irs initiation time I want some
buttl Thanks Kramer and Sharp, I couldn't
forget you guys. A-team soft.ball check your
gloves for EEE's. Lets get Busy . Sig Ep Ep Ep
EpEp.

Cooks, waitresses, and female bartenders . All
shifts, wages and tips. Growth potential very
strong apply with manager at Crickets 512 E
Semo ran Blvd Casselberry 260-1011.

TYPESETTING
Resumes, coverletters, flyers
One stop quality typesetting & copying
across from campus
Kinko's- 658-9518.

Recreational Factory Warehouse
Sales positions open. Full and Part time,
spnng and summer Flexible hours. No experience necessary.
Up to $10 an hour
Call Mr. Nutt (4-07 291-1600)
Summer Work
Caree1 oriented students onlyl. $450 wt</
average college credit qualified for placement
with fortune 500 companies to quality: Musi
have entire summer free. ~st entire sum me<
free, must pay part of school . Cal l 281--0856.
Name. Major and ph.#

UCF Area Duplex 2 bedroom 2 bath, all appliances, cathedral celling . $425 rent call 3654315.
Spacious 3bdrm 2bath In Sussex Place $490
per month & $250 deposit get half ott first
month call Mike 788-0919
WE ARE DESPERATE to get out of the 1 yr
lease on our 1br apt. and will put the apt. In
your name fOf' only $150 of the $300 deposit
Call Emily or Michele 380-7588, 38HXl19.
UCF AREA - 2 BDRM, 1.5 Bath Townhou~
435 mo. 380-3592.

Summer Employment

If you are a Law, Business, Pre-Med, or
Engineering major and have to pay part of
school and need $400-$500 per week !his
summer, then call today. Phone 281-0856.
Leave name, major, ph. # .

' CHANCELLOR's ROW2BOl2BTH, LUXURY
CONDO, POOL, TENNIS, 1 MILE FROM
UCF, $5501MONTH,AVAIL. 511 671-9957

Cru e ship Jobs
Immediate Openings Great Salary
Call (904)357-6163 Ex113P

Cook and Waitress Wanted Oviedo Area. Day

Lost Small Black Female Cat, 1 year old,
amber eyes, in UCF area Call 260-5193.

Horizon Travel Agency
Call for low Airfare-Cruise quotes. Call 2810836

HAPPY BIRTHDAY COACH MARTHA
WITH ALL OF OUR LOVE,
THE FIGKTING CONCHS
Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.

Paul- thanks tor being you l Happy Tuesday! I
love you I Lisa.

Reasonable and tast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Lynn sit in back of class Please

Fast Typing Service
Quick, p<ofessJOnal service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing f1nn. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. ~er
18,300 satisfied students and on ly 4
grouches I
671-3007.

Juice- WHO LOVES YOU BABY? Just to let
you know I find you simply irresistible !!

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.

S&V
When you told me you were moving out,1got
real mad. Now I realize why and am V0fY
happy about it In fact, 111 be glad to see you
gone!
Roberta

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student docUments. Same day
service available. IBM lettE!f quality word processing.
Faet • Professional ·Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Part-tune sales asaoaates needed tor con·
temporary furniture store. F~x1ble hours,
unique atmosphere no experience necessary.
Please call che Futon D1Herence a1 898-0558
0< 658-4150. 70 S Semor
Blvd Orlando
Fl, 32807

For Sale by owner Ponnac Sunblrd '88 5speed 12000 mile extra $9800 432-4690 ask
for Mickey

MissU.
lrs about time things changed, at least I
thought they did. But for some reason they
seem to be the same old way. Why do girls
have to be so damn possesive?

KCO Inc. WP!OP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.
WORD PROCESSING . Term papers,
resum&s, leners. Reliable, quick, close to
campus . Very reasonable rates begmning at
11 page for papers and $5 for resumes.
Many extras avaJlable. 281-0499.

and Night avail. Please call 365-2435
Keg relngerator tap and 2 carbon tanks $175
282-8374.

Kelly ,
Friday night was awesome, you s!Y.>uld leave
your boyfriend at home more otten.
Love Dave

Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers
and resumes - 277-7'l!J7.
Typing on a Word Processor In my home.
Resumes , Term Papers Resonable 3227571

Uno who

Ralfo,
Get with 1t buster or you'll lose me forever.
Ginger

.

~

Betty,
Thanks for a great 5th anniversery. I can't wait
ror the 101h.
Love David.
O.K.guy's who put the rurtle in my bed? I will
find out. And there will be Hell to pay. You
losers.
P.S. When you least expect it, Expect itllll

•

Are you lonely?
Are you looking for that
perfect date?
Take out a
Lonely Heart
in the
Classifieds
and have your dreams
come true!
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! Lake Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
:
•
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd. •
••
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
:
•NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS ONEMA
NEXT To PLrrr CINEMA
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ..• etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

1J]
-=
L--------------------=--~
CALL

For A Free Brochure

ANYTIME

(800) 346•6401

•

.THE OILY ·
JIB HUITllG GUIDE
YOU'LL EVER IHD
•

A ckfinin"" strp-by•strp appmoch dlll< mkes
jOU through ~ 'Cl&<= o(""" ,00 i!Carth:
• Tugcri"I! )<)Ur 1ob objccci YC
• 'Miting • resume !Nt woriu
• 0-tng • pool cl oonm<u
•Taking d \irtl'C cl an inrc"'lcw
• Anding the hidden job market
.,.,....i"l!Job~

P·L·U·S

Hundreds cll"i'CnlOUI idoas and rcchnlq\ICI
fcx bndma the nght 1ob fcx !OU
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BREVARD
HER Ahl 0
BROWARD
HIGHLANDS
CHARLOTIE
HILLSBOROUGH .
CITRUS
INDIAN R VER
CLAY
LAKE
·
COLLIER
LEVY
DADE
MARTIN
DUVAL
MONROE
FLAGLER
OKEECHOBEE
GADSON
ORANGE
ROCHESTER (MICH)

Need A Worthy Club
For Your Resume?
Join Us !!
We Need You to Help
Plan Our Programs!
Call Us!
Now!
~...""'~"-ldlial...._.,.............
- ......~
...... .
==•==

OONIRACT
FOR UH

.Rober& Anati8S ·
--t...tlwDn<la'lfWll
-UIJAWLDW

@

§'

®

::r '

I
I

l

·~,

OSCEOLA
PALM BEACH
PINELLAS
POLK
PUTNAM
SARASOTA
ST. LUCIE
SEMINOLE
VOLUSIA
CHARLTON (GA)
ROCHESTER (N.Y.)

C.A.D.A.C
by

Sharon Kronschnabl
Call ext 5841
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VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 16

Tanner added that he has
filled in at several positions for
the team and has not yet specialized into one position.
However, his goal is more

198~

clearly defined.
"It was fantastic," Tanner
said of winning an Olympic
gold medal. "Even though I
had a reserve role it was still a
good feeling and I would like
nothing more thatn to go for it
again in '92 with a more important role."

:' /RAB~
ROADWAY PACKAGE SVS'rEM
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

A.la.£ a.ya
!:~,~~~Xu ~~~!!!i!ZD

2989 AJafaya Trail • Oviedo, FL 32765 • (407) 365-6200

n---------il
I
I
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365-6200

Ucs

L

ACROSS

FROM

UCF • 277-1454

THE llAINMAN (R)

(R)

1:45-3:45-S:45-7 .45-9".AS

1:55-4:40-7:15-9:55
BIU ! TED'S EXCELLENT ADVENlURE (PG)
2:05-4:05-0:05-8:05-10:05
TROOP BMRLY HIU.S (PG)
2: lC>-4:»7:15-9 30

POLICE ACADEM'f 6 (PG)
8:»10:25

I

--------Explres4-13-89

CINEMA

FLETCH LIVES (PG)
2: 15-4: 15-6: 1~ 15-10: 15

I VIM'

WilJs Tim Chtpcm
(good on initial viait only)

I
I

J

12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

THE. RESCUERS (G)
2:0Cl-3:45-S:31H:OO

LEVIATHAN

50% OFF

Oeanlng. Ewan\&: FuU-Mouth X-Ra}'I

..

Roadway Package System. IS
accepting applications for parttiine loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.

ALL SEATS TODAY

WORK SIDFTSAVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00A.M. - 7:00A.M.

$2.50

Within°~eeks

(•II)

Phone

No Deposit -No Cash up Front
IFYOU
1. Enrolled in College
2. Work At Least Part Time
3 . Earn A Minimum of $500 Per Month
4 . Do not Have A History of Bad Credit

for lllore inforillation

1-800-245-4222 Ext. VISA

•

The semester is coming to an
end and we're all feeling ...
PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Here are some ideas on how to overcome your anxiety:
BE PREPARED
To get ready for an exam
you should:
• Ask the instructor what
information the exam will
cover and whether it will
be an ·objective or essay
exam
• REVIEW all lecture and
reading notes

• KEEf rereading of texts
to a minimum
• CHECK all recall of

facts by reciting them
aloud
• TRY to predict and answer possible test ques:
tions

MASTER TEST-TAKING
USE RELAXATION
SKUJS
TECHNIQUES
They can be helpful before a Knowing how to take tests
can help reduce stress. Be
test and in many other
sure to:
stressful situations
• READ ALL directions
carefully
• ENJOY 10-15 min:utes of
• SURVEYthe test. Will
peace and quiet. Sit in a
certain secitons count
comfortable chair and think
more? Will certain
about a favorite place or
questions take more time?
object. ff your thoughts
• BUDGET your time
stray, guide them back.
• OUTLINE Answers for
essays
• TIGHEN then RELAX
• WORK on only one
muscle groups. Clench
question at a time
your fists and arm tightly;
relax those muscles. Follow • MARK difficult items
and return to them later
the same procedures for
muscles in your shoulders, • CONCENTRATE only
on what you're doing
neck, chest, abdomen, legs,
etc ...

281-5841
By Karen Wedner

COME JOIN US ALL FOR FUN
AND LEARNING ON APRIL 24IH
Presented by UCF Student Nurses

Breast Self-Examination
Learn the risks; ways to prevent cancer;
. and other health tips!

SPEAKERS:
Robin Brown G.N.
Cindy Higgins R.N.
JoAnne Beebe R.N.
Monday April 24th
3:00 p.m. till 4:00 p.m.
PLACE:
Health Resource Center at U.C.F.
PHONE:
291-5841 Office Hours 8:00· - 5:00
SIGN UP SHEET IN GYN CLINIC IN HEALTII

•

•
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Anorexia:
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~ Flonda ospjta1

first inning and allowed just two baserunners
over the ext four innings. In seven and twothirds inn.ings, Turner gave up three earned
runs and struck out five but did not gain a
decision
) n ·,h . seven and two-thirds innings he
pit.ched for FIU, Wiseman only had one easy
inmng X'he Kmghts had at least one runner on
base through eight innmgs but failed to score off
Wiseman ag~n.
"H.8 c· •dn't have command of his pitches,'
Price Haid. Wiseman leads FIU with a 7-3 record
and a J . ( ~RA.
FIU fina' ly knocked Turner out of the game
in thE:l ,ighth inning. Torres walked with tw
outs t.h~ ••cored on a double by pinch hitter
Carlo!-, ~stevez .

'RUGBY

Rugb. · { ·. ub. Kluper works _rimanly with thf'
forward .
Th,.. ·1 ron Horse Rugby Club, along with thfOrland<>1i. gby Club, have given the UCF clut
wide tournament. LJCF lost all three games it a lot 11 , 1.:m port, according to Pinn. Pinn als
played ro Florida, Louisiana State and l~ orth- l:ommen tcd Athletic Direcwr Gene McDowel .
eastern. The team lo~t it s five matches m che for hi , u.pport.
5pring, which is the first half of tne season. 0nly
"Th ·L.ibs had scrimmages with us anc
four of the 30 memoers had ever played : ugby brough ;heir players here as visiting coaches~
before.
P"nn ;ai.n ".c\n.d we r.ou dr't have li.ad a club ifn
"l'ha1 l S where we are 'er;tmg mosr lf ur .vasn'f ri t .oact'l ·\1cDowell's support."
credit," Pinn said. "For a young team with
The game of rugby 1~ ii ;port that Pmn said i~
. nexpenence. we
e prnymg we 1 Af l ur -jUic:k lv '>ec:ommg opulai ·n 7.h e Unit.ed State~
matches nave been rea comoetmve and
her~ "1,.~ s ,4~ men c;. { 'H •;01legiat e ~ 04 higr
1
haven't een 010wouts, wh1ch says somethmg
choo
J.
aoters and ·1 womens club
'or he c;ahber )four players. n
ceam. n ment:a.
The dub w11l play the second half of its
"Rugbv ~ !> he argest amateur sport in thE:
season in the fall . the season runs from January worla 'i.uu s more popular in New England
I to mid-December with a break for summer. 'jaliforrtia and the Southwest than here," Pim
However, dunng the summer · he :lub wil
3aid Bnt it is slow y gi:-owing in popularit;
here rhe state union · trying to start nev,
participate in the 5evens league
"It is to rugby whar three-man basketball is collegiar,e teams at Florida International ano
to regular basketball," Pinn said. "You have , outh orida.
seven players mstead of 15 on the field."
Florid.a has about 2 teams in the statk
Although the team was winless in the first divided ;n ;o ,hree divisions - A-side, B-sid~
half of the season, the team did receive ome and !O Iegiate, with the A-side bemg the top
recogmtion. Six players have been mvited to try men '·.earns. UCF's rugby club plays primaril
out for the State Select-side Collegiate D1vis1on other co legiate teams and occasionally plays a
B-side team.
team this weekend in Daytona.
UCF rugby club members who have been
Pinn added that anyone is welcome to join
invited are props Mike Foley and John Klupar, the club. which practices every Tuesday and
hooker Derrick Burke, 8-man JeffKoford, out- Thursday from 4-p.m. to 6 p.m. at the intramucenter Kevin Brown and flanker John Webb. ral fields .
Pinn added that a coaching clinic will also take
"No experience is necessary and size doesn't
place which will help some of the players learn matter, as there are guys on the team ranging
from 135 to 280 pounds," said Pinn, who can be
a little more about the game.
Pinn said the team has been coached by two reached at 281-5106 for more information.
people, Kluper and John Holton. Holton is the "Ninety-five percent of the team knew nothing
team's overall coach and is from the Iron Horse of the sport when they started."
F~OM
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NEW from Hewlett-Packard

The HP-148 Business CalculaLor

•

Kiser then grounded to third, scoring Agurto
and moving Josephina to third. After LeClerc:
walked, third baseman Kotchman grounded to
second, forcing LeClerc at second. Kotchman
beat out the 'felay ro first to avoid the double
p)ay and allow ,Josephina to score from third.
The top of the UCF order struck gam m the
second inning. Latzo, Agurto and Josephma hit
consecutive smgles to score a run giving the
Knight!) a 4-2 lead.
Latzo led a 1· itters by going 4-6. Josephina
went 3-5 with .wo RBI's
Turner. meanwhile. settled down after the

15

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.

m

~~HEWLETT

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorneyfree
consultation
representation
of cluut.-e t.oand
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 21 Ofor more information or
an appointment.

.fd_

Q
·

·-··,:~

Need?

Problems with?

A Will?

"'

$~ ·Uncontested

Police?

$300,000 in prize money. For
The UCF soccer program is more information, contact the
accepting registration for its Tour office at 628-4802.
summer soccer camp. Head
coach Bill Barker will conduct • MS 150 BIKE TOUR
The Third Annual MS 150
four weeks of clinics this sumBike Tour will be held April 22
mer at the UCF campus.
The first week is June 25-30 and 23. The 150-mile race will
and is open to all ages. Cost is begin in Winter Garden and
$125 for day camp and $150 for pass several Central Florida
boarders.
lakes.
The course will eventually
The second and third weeks
well be for advanced players. wind through the Ocala NaCost will be $150 for daycam- tional Forest.
pers and $175 for boarders.
The second day of biking
The week of July 16-21 will be will be a 75 mile route that
for ages 10-13 and July 23-28 leads back to Winter Gardens.
will be for ages 14-17.
Participants must have a
The goalkeepers camp will minimum of $150 in pledges.
be July 30- August 4 and will Prizes will be awarded based
cost the same as the advanced on the amount of money the
camps.
biker raises. The cyclist who
For more information, call raises the most money for the
Barker at 275-2262.
fightagainstMSwill win a trip
to Oxford, England to take a
•WATER SKI CLASSIC
seven day cycling through the
Thirty of the finest water country.
skiers in the world will particiProceeds will benefit the
pate in the Budget Rent a Car Multiple Sclerosis Society and
Water Ski Classic, April 15-16. will support national and local
The event will be held on Lake patient services and research.
Ivanhoe in Orlando and will be
For more information, call
896~3873.
televised on ESPN.
The program includes slalom, jump and freestyle com- • ULTIMATE FRISBEE TEAM
petition, along with several
The UCF/Orlando Ultimate
special events-barefoot Frisbee Team is looking for a
skiing, kite skiing and a Hy- few good men.
droslide flip-oft'.
Current and former athSkiers will compete.for over letes who enjoy running
• UCF SOCCER CAMP

.:/'
.... PACKARD

should apply. No experience is
necessary. Practice times are
Tuesday and Thursday at 5
p.m. on the intramural fields.
For more information, call
James Reid at 277-6902.
• COMING ARENA EVENTS

The Orlando Arena will
host an International Men's
Volleyball Tournament with
the U.S.A. taltlng on Holland
on April 12 at 7:30 p.m.. Tickets are $13.50 and $9.50. Present your validated UCF identification to get a $2 discount.
The Orlando All Star Basketball Classic will be held
Thursday-Saturday, April 1315.
Three-day passes cost from
$9 to $60 for the event while
individual tickets range from
$4 to $25.
Tickets may be purchased
at the Orlando Arena Box Office Monday-Saturday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. and at all TicketMaster outlets. To purchase
tickets by phone using either
VISA or MasterCard, call
TicketMaster at 839-3900 or
(904)-353-3309.

Compiled by Bill Foxworthy

Send Sports Briefs to:
Bill Foxworthy
clo The Future
POBox25000
Orlando, Fl 32818
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UCF slips by Fl U in extra innings, 5.4
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights had to dig down for that
something extra Saturday night to
defeat Florida International University.
Scott Underwood rifled a shot past
relief pitcher Larry Stanford with two
outs and the bases loaded in the 12th
inning to lift UCF to a 5-4 victory. FIU
had rallied for runs in the eighth and
ninth innings to tie the score.
However, the Knights fell to the
Panthers 13-8 in a Sunday afternoon
rematch. UCF, ranked 28th, fell to 2913. The Knights also lost a 2-1 decision
to 9th ranked Florida Thursday.
FIU, tieO. Saturday's game in the
ninth inning when Anthony Hicks
scored on a single by Javier Valdez off
relief pitcher Kevin Bass. Hicks led off
the inning with a single to extend his
hitting streak to 29 games-two shy of
the FIU school record. He had struck
out three times against UCF starter
Brandon Turner and once against
Jimmy Still.
Still (2-0) replaced Bass in the ninth
inning and gave up three hits in three
and one-third innings of relief to pick
up the win.
FIU had a chance to score in the 10th
inning after three consecutive hits, but
left fielder Curtis Latzo threw out Gilberto Torres at the plate.
UCF almost pulled out the game m
the bottom of the ninth. With Bobby
Kiser on first and Mike Josephina on
second, Marc LeClerc grounded an
apparent routine double play ball to
second baseman. The throw to second,

however, pulled the shortstop off the
base and LeClerc beat the throw to
first. All runners advanced safely.
Josephina, running hard all the
way, tried to score on the play, but was
thrown out at the plate.
In the bottom of the 12th inning,
Kiser lea off with a deep out to right.
'l'hen LeClerc, Randy Kotchman and
Mike Schmit hit consecutive singles to
load the bases for Underwood.
"I faced him earlier and saw he had
a tailing fastball," Underwood said. "I
was looking for something to hit up the
middle or to drive deep."
Larry Stanford (8-3) took the loss for
FIU. He is FIU's top relief pitcher and
pitched four innings.
The Golden Panthers jumped on
Knight starter Brandon Turner early.
After leadoff batter Hicks struck out,
Jose Vasquez singled. Valdez then
singled home Vasquez, but the Knights
caught Valdez in a run-down when he
tried to go to second.
After walking two consecutive batters, Turner gave up a run-scoring
single to Joe Gonella. Turner then
struck out Torres to get out of the inning.
The Knights answered quickly in
the bottom of the first off FIU ace
Denny Wiseman. Curtis Latzo and
Carlos Agurto singled to lead off the
inning. Josephina, who dropped to
third m the batting order recently,
doubled in Latzo.
"Josephina is our best hitter,"
Bergman said. "We wanted to move
him where he can hit with men on."
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 15
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Jim Crone (29) takes a swing in the Knights' game against Michigan last month. Crone
and the rest of the Knights return to action with a 7 p.m. contest against Stetson.

U.S. gold medal
,
v·olleyball team to
invade Orlando
by Chris Brady
SPORTS EDITOR

The Orlando Arena will host two of the world's top
volleyball teams Wednesday night when the United
States men's international team challenges
Holland s volleyball team.
The match is part of a five-game national tour for
the U.S. and Holland teams. The two teams also
played in Albuquerque, Fresno and Phoenix before
arriving in Orlando. The tour concludes Thursday in
Jackson ville.
Tickets for the 7:30 p.m. match are $13.50 and
$9.50 and are available at Ticketmaster outlets or the
Orlando Arena box office. UCF students with identification receive a $2 discount.
The United States team won the Olympic gold
medal in 1984 and 1988. The team's trophy case also
includes World Cup titles and Pan American championships.
The U.S. team won the first two matches of the
tour against the Holland team. Holland is one of the
top teams in Europe and is the tallest team in the
world, according to U.S. men's volleyball events director Mike Wright.
8111 FoXWOf1tly/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The American team has won 52 games in a row and
The UCF rugby club completed the first half of its inaugural season last week. The club is open to any studentf\
has not lost since the 1987 Pan Amercan games in
and the group practices twice a week at the UCF intramural fields.
Indianapolis, when the Brazilian team upset them.
Five of the players on the team played on the 1988
Olympic gold medal team. Steve Timmons and Karch
Kiraly are the top returning players on the team, and
short period of time. n
both will be in action at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the
by Chris Brady
The clubwasformedlastfall with aboutlO men on Orlando Arena.
SPORTS EDITOR
Troy Tanner, a reserve on the 1988 Olympic team,
the team. By the beginning of spring, the total had
has worked his way into the starting lineup. In the
reached 22.
"I think we will grow a lot in the fall now that we team's Saturday night match in Fresno against HolThe UCFrugbyclub has finished thefirsthalfofits
inaugural season and, although the results have not have established ourselves," Pinn s;,lid of the team, land, Tanner had 22 kills.
"At times we played pretty well, but it has been
been great, the club is looking to the future with which now has 30 members. "It is hard to get people
expectation.
out there at first when there are not already a lot of hard for us to play a full match consistently well,"
Tanner said. "We are looking forward to coming to
"We haven't won yet, but we didn't expect to at the people playing."
beginning," team administrator and player Mike
The team played its first match Dec. 3 in a state- Orlando and playing a good game."
Pfo.n said. "We expect to win a couple in the second
SEE RUGBY PAGE 15
SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE 14
half of our season. The club has come a long way in a
1
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Rugby club at midwaY point in season
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